EMOTIONAL VALUE OF A SETTING EXAMPLE
Strong settings will have special meaning to your protagonist and possibly other characters. This
emotional value is something writers build into the setting through personalization or mood. To craft an
emotionally charged scene, fill in the shapes in the tool below to seed your scene with emotional triggers
(people, setting details that serve as symbols, etc.) that can amplify your character’s feelings, remind her of the
past, and show her options for the future—all of which will nudge her toward a specific decision, choice, or
action. Click here to see a template.
For more information on writing settings that resonate, see the Setting Thesaurus and its associated tutorial.
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EMOTIONAL VALUE OF A SETTING EXAMPLE

LOCATION

The kitchen of Mary’s
childhood home, a
place she has not
visited for years

SYMBOL TRIGGERS

A cross on the wall, the
same table placemats
from her childhood, the
wooden chair she was
forced to sit in for hours
at a time

EVENT

What internal struggle is
the character facing? How
do events or natural
activity within the scene
help to show this?

Dinner in silence
acts as a reminder of
how she was
punished repeatedly
as a child if she
spoke during a meal,
even to ask for
water

CHARACTER’S
EMOTION

Mary feels a mix of
guilt, anger,
vulnerability, hatred,
and shame

How does the setting
sway the character, and is
a decision made as a
result?

INNER CONFLICT

Wanting to confront
her father about his
physical abuse but
the weight of his
religious zealotry &
her poor self-worth
bears down on her

PEOPLE
TRIGGERS

Her father (the focal
point for her anger)
represents the abuse
she suffered as a
child that affects her
to this day

WEATHER &
ATMOSPHERIC
TRIGGERS

A bright kitchen light
shines down on her,
making her feel
exposed (sinful &
unworthy)

What past event or current
problem does this setting
symbolize? Plant details that
trigger emotions tied to it.

What unresolved feelings are
stirred up for the character?
How do the "type" of people
around the character (if
present) trigger emotion?

RESULT

Mary breaks the
silence she feels
pressured to keep
and confronts
father about his
abuse and the evil
he did in God’s
name
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